Nv3500 transmission diagram

Find great deals on new aftermarket and quality used auto parts and accessories. Listing V8 NV
5-speed Ratios: 1st 4. In most cases, a good clutch upgrade will be all that's needed to support
heavy towing or high horsepower. Conceived in this great nation, our company strives to meet
the needs of all consumers for automotive parts, such as tires, bike racks, performance parts,
and more, in Canada. Muncie Gear began producing a version of the Getrag 5 speed
transmission under license from Getrag for trucks in ; this was the predecessor to the NV but
called the MG, HM, and then 5LM60 as it evolved. Code snippets and open source free sofware
repositories are indexed and searchable. FYI, position 4, this particular model is only 4 cylinder
, would be the one closest to the drivers side of the car. Change vehicle. Related Parts. With all
the parts assembled, the hardest part of the swap was finding a spare weekend to do it. Once it
was completed, the results were immediate and dramatic. Highway fuel economy surged, the
Our rebuilt Dana 20 Transfer Cases are built in-house by our highly trained technicians. These
maintenance, repair, powertrain, and collision components are designed, engineered, and
tested to rigorous standards and are backed by General Motors. Fog Lamp Assembly Nv full
size Van. Titan XD, Titan. The following information is provided to assist you with disassembly
teardown of your NV HM 5 speed manual transmission. This transmission is used in both
General Motors and Dodge vehicles. Remove idler shaft support bolt and 2 each bottom bolts
holding rear housing to main case. Akai tv old models remote. Interested in the Nissan NV? Get
the details right here, from the comprehensive MotorTrend buyer's guide. The opening of the
vapor by-pass passage in the EVAP canister purge volume control solenoid valve changes to
control the flow rate. I call these parts inspection plates because they can be removed without
pulling the bellhousing from the motor. The starter motor does need to be removed except for
the bottom pan on two piece styles. Because of this alot of original equipment covers are
modified by chopping the part above the starter off. I have to admit I've done Kalyan open
challenge matka. Do you have Hemi swap information to add? With the increasing popularity of
the new 5. On this page I'm hoping to docume. A strut assembly comes assembled and includes
all new parts where applicable : strut, spring, spring seat insulator, strut boot, jounce bumper,
strut mount and bearing plate. Part 2: Site Planning, Preparation, and Specifications. Chapter 5:
Preparation Overview. Giant lego blocks unspeakable. For your safety, read carefully and keep
in this vehicle. Some vehicle parts, such as lithium bat-teries, may contain perchlorate material.
The following advisory is provided: "Per-chlorate Material - special Nissan NV parts online.
Order by 4 P. EST and your order ships same day. Filter by Vehicle Year Boat lift canopy frame
kit. See full list on novak-adapt. All parts utilized are compatible for use with today's fuels with
ethanol. Each kit is assembled from the best individual parts available today. No short cuts
There is no force centering it side to side or front to back. It does work though finding 3rd and
4th can be tricky. It's been long enough that I don't remember how much of the shift tower I
Only valid on Mercedes-Benz Metris Vans. Qualified commercial customers only. Edd card atm
limit Yakima is the world's leading brand of car racks, including roof racks, bike racks, hitch
racks, and many more for all of life's adventures. Sales Flyers. Parts Diagrams. These guides
are a troubleshooting reference used for maintaining and servicing your BendPak product. Our
team can quickly order the genuine Nissan parts you need for your home repairs or can install
the new components for you in our state-of-the-art Nissan service center. Apr 20, - Explore
Morris4x4Center. See more ideas about Jeep liberty, Jeep, Morris 4x4 center. We offer a full
range of kit levels that include all necessary soft parts to complete a transmission rebuild no
matter how extensive the job's parts needs are. Nissan Forums is the go to place to talk about
your favorite Nissan model, including the Rogue, Maxima, Altima and even sports cars like the Z
and SX. The parts are rediculous. The NV has a pretty good reputation in my neck of the woods
for light duty applications. NV is only rated for ft-lbs, and if I recall correctly, the 5. Maybe not a
good choice even if you already have it. The older nv can be made to bolt up fairly easily but I
don't have a parts list on me to tell you what you need. Parts only when consumer repaired or
installed in non-highway application. Save this search. Shipping to: Russian Federation. Tell us
about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Try obsolete chevy parts,on line. You can order
parts,I believe they will have the diagram also. Brace on bell
housing,bushing,axle,bushing,brace on ram how to replace front turn signal bulb. You need to
check for clearance and fitment with all parts of the engine, the drivetrain, the serpentine
system, even hood clearance. Getting the engine in this spot was by far the most time
consuming part of the swap, but saved us hours of headaches later. Chapter contentsThis
chapter contains the following sections. Contact your local HP Parts Coordinator for other local
phone numbers. The correct NV quality parts the first time! Below you will find a detailed list of
parts for the NV HM 5 Speed Manual Transmission that includes, bearing with and without
synchro rings, and, and. Also available are,. Give us a call if you would like to save money, ask
about our good take out parts GTO , they are inspected and Find parts and applications on our

site. Use our Dealer Locator to find an authorized Crown dealer near you. Input Shaft Needle
Bearing. Transmission Rebuild Kits are Transtar's most popular products for a reason. In
addition to original versions being available on eBay, Craigslist, Amazon, and other similar
sources, check with restoration parts houses for paper versions. The only problem is that the
tranny is only rated to like torque which is what the factory says the engine is supposed to be at
now. So i want to either get the NV and swap it or the 6 speed th It can be identified by its
two-piece aluminum case with integrated bell housing and top-mounted tower shifter. The cabin
air filter in this example is located behind the glove box. Yours might be beneath the dashboard,
usually on the passenger side. Under-dash filters can often be removed without any tools by
simply opening a small access door. Filters located under the hood may require removing other
parts. All parts are then thoroughly cleaned and inspected. Transmission or transfer case parts
that fail inspection are disposed of and listed on the work order. The work order parts list is
then filled with new bearings, synchronizer rings, gaskets, seals, and the necessary hard parts.
Experts in auto parts since â€” rated 4. Easy Returns. It is a great way of looking at all the parts
in your vehicle and is ideal for disassembly, repair and then assembly, also all part numbers are
listed in sections. If you made your way here because you were trying to figure out what this
code meant, you can rest assured your truck was equipped from the factory with an NV It is a 5
speed manual transmission. The transmission was developed through a joint deal by General
motors and Chrysler. It entered production in It can be difficult to ID it for two reasons. The first
is that the case is similar to some transmissions that came before it. There were two possible
gearing options, and they were entirely dependent upon what truck that the NV was equipped in.
For full-size trucks, GM used the wide ratio MG5 version of the transmission. For the smaller S
series trucks, they used the M50 close ratio version of NV Here are the ratios for both,. GM
recommends that users use GM Synchromesh manual transmission fluid. It is certified to keep
your transmission running smoothly between and degrees Fahrenheit. There are really going to
be two different situation you may find yourself in when needing to identify a NV manual
transmission. In order to properly identify the transmission that is currently in your truck, use
the RPO codes listed below. The main differences in these versions of the NV are the gearing
and overall length. If you are looking to find out what kind of transmission is currently in your
truck, finding the RPO code M50 is proof positive that the factory installed transmission was a
NV If the RP0 code in the glove compartment ends up being MG5, that means that you have the
wide ratio version of the NV transmission. It was typically found in the Silverado. All NV
transmission are a challenge to identify. There are certainly a few easy to use clues that the
transmission is the NV The NV uses an aluminum case. The rest of it will be one solid piece.
This is one of the easiest ways to identify this transmission, or at least verify that you are in the
right ballpark. Here are a few other items that will help you lock it down. This transmission is
incredibly difficult to rebuild. This owes primarily to the fact that there are no access codes or
casting numbers. Also, it requires special tools to complete the rebuild as well. With Oil Gear
Ratios There were two possible gearing options, and they were entirely dependent upon what
truck that the NV was equipped in. NV Identification There are really going to be two different
situation you may find yourself in when needing to identify a NV manual transmission. You can
see the RPO code M30 clearly in this picture. This particular vehicle came with a 4L60E M If you
see M50, you know you are looking at a NV Visual Inspection All NV transmission are a
challenge to identify. Bellhousing is fused to the rest of the case Has a single shift rail vs a
different rail for each gear It has a fill plug high on the passenger side of the front housing Drain
plug is on the bottom of the housing There are no access plates in the transmission
Rebuild-ability This transmission is incredibly difficult to rebuild. We provide detailed
Transmission and Transfer Case Assembly Diagrams for both manual transmissions and
transfer cases. These free illustrations can assist you in identification of the correct parts that
you may need, you can also use these illustrations to assist you with proper re-assembly of
your unit. After identifying the parts you need be sure to give us a call toll free We have a large
inventory of both new and good used parts to help save you some money! Below you will find
the following manual transmission illustrations: 3 speed, 4 speed, and 5 speed transmissions.
GEO Tracker 5 speed. You can view it or feel free to print and use for your reference. This is an
example of a widget area that you can place text to describe a product or service. You can also
use other WordPress widgets such as recent posts, recent comments, a tag cloud or more.
About Contact Us Blog Cart 0. Midwest Transmission Center, Inc. Toll Free Free Technical
Support. Footer 4 Widget This is an example of a widget area that you can place text to describe
a product or service. All Rights Reserved. Designed and Managed by: Webbing Soul. Become a
friend of Register on our Facebook page and qualify for. Prices listed may not be current, we do
attempt to keep pricing current. To stay competitive and offer you the best prices, all returns
require prior authorization. Sorry, no returns after 14 days. The following information is

provided to assist you with disassembly teardown of your NV HM 5 speed manual transmission.
This transmission is used in both General Motors and Dodge vehicles. Remove idler shaft
support bolt and 2 each bottom bolts holding rear housing to main case. Remove the backup
light switch and vehicle speed sensor assembly if your transmission has one. Remove detent
plug, springs and balls from main case, see figure 3. On rear housing remove 2 bolts on shift
rail detent spring cover. Remove cover, springs and balls, see Figure 4. Remove output shaft oil
seal. With transmission in vertical position, remove input shaft bearing retainer. Remove snap
ring and selective shim. Position transmission horizontally and remove front housing to rear
housing bolts. Drive dowels into front housing and remove front housing. Remove countershaft
bearing and bearing race. Snap out idler shaft support. Remove 4 rollers and roll pin. Pull shifter
rail forward. Support shift rail end while drive out shift finger roll pin. Don't apply excessive
force, or pin will peen shift rail and damage the rear housing shift rail bearing. Remove shift rail,
shift rail socket assembly and finger. Pry out 3rd-4th shift fork roll pin. Remove 3rd-4th rail plug
and rail. Ensure 1st-2nd, and 5th reverse rails are in Netural position. Drive rail though plug
hole. Pull out shift rail. Remove 2 detent balls. See Figure 6. On 2WD models, remove rear
housing. Remove otput shaft bearing retainer and bearing. Slid snap ring away from speed
sensor for clearance. Remove speed sensor rotor, do not reuse rotor. Remove 2 snap rings and
output shaft bearing assembly. On 4WD models, remove rear housing assembly and bearing.
On all models, remove reverse idler gear assembly, counter shaft, 1st-2nd shift rail assembly,
5th reverse shift rail assembly and 3rd-4th shift fork. Remove main shaft assembly, input shaft
and pilot bearing. Once you have finshed the inspection we can help you with master bearing
overhaul kit, kits with syncro rings and other hard parts. Give us a call toll free and let us help
save you some money. Free technical support is available call , talk to a Drivetrain expert get
answers to repair or upgrade questions, also help in automotive diagnostic problems. Like to
ask a question before you place your order, its easy just email us. EZ Search. Purchase Parts.
Parts Catalog. Manual Transmission Parts. Syncro Ring Kits Manual Transmission. Oil Chart
Manual Transmission. Cadillac Manual Transmission Rebuild Kits. Dodge Car. Eagle Summit
Talon. Ford Car. Ford Truck. Manual Transmission parts drawings. Isuzu Car. Isuzu Truck. Land
Rover Overhaul Kit. Mazda Car. Mazda Truck. Mitsubishi Car. Mitsubishi Truck. Toyota Car.
Toyota Truck. Manual Transmissions. Manual RWD Transmissions. Driveline and Driveshafts
Replacements. Warn Hubs Manual Locking. Custom 12 Bolt Car Differentials. Center Bearing
Supports. Rear End Differential Custom and Production. Batteries Dry Cell. Acura Batteries Dry
Cell. Chevrolet Cars. Motor Cycles. Watercraft Jet Ski. Ring and Pinion Sets. AMC American
Axle 7. Chrysler 8. Chrysler 7. Chrysler Dodge 9. Dana Ford 7. Ford 8. Ford 9. Ford GM
Landcruiser Front. Landcruiser Rear. What Chrysler, Dodge or Jeep rear end ratio do I have?
What rear end ratio do I have in my Ford is it posi! What gear ratio do I have in my GM or
Chevrolet. Ring and Pinion Installation Instructions. Axle Shafts. Heavy Duty Truck Axles. Front
Wheel Drive. Jeep Front Axle Shafts. Jeep Rear Axle Shafts. All Terrain Floor Liner. Winches
Steel Cable and Synthetic Rope. Performance Monitoring Gauges. Differential Covers.
Transmission Pans. Posi-Lok Vac Shift Motor. Speedometer Solutions. Hose Replacement Kits.
High Performance Photo Album. Auburn Positractions LSD. Auburn Electric - Locker
Positractions. Eaton Positraction Limited Slip. Detroit Locker Eaton Limited Slip. True Trac
Detroit Positraction. Eaton Elocker Positraction. Grizzly Positraction Limited Slip. Air Locker
Positraction Differentials. Dura Grip Positraction Limited Slip. Different types of differentials,
whats the difference? Diesel Clutch. Ford Diesel Clutch Heavy Duty. Dodge Diesel Clutch Heavy
Duty. Diesel Performance. Chevy GMC 6. Ford 6. Ford Powerstroke 6. Dodge Cummins 6.
Automatic Transmission. Automatic Transmissions. What Import Automatic Transmission do I
have? Reference Guide. Overhaul Kits Automotive and Trucks. Shift Kits re-program. Problem
Solving and Prevention Kits. Hard Parts Automatic Transmission. What Domestic Automatic
Transmission do I have? What import automatic transmission do I have? Jeep Brake Parts. Tow
Brakes. Diesel Exhaust Brakes. Clutch and Flywheel. Chevrolet and GMC Truck. Ford and
Mercury. Jeep Clutch Parts. Mazda and Mitsubishi. Nissan and Infiniti. Saab, Subaru,
Volkswagen and Volvo. Toyota and Lexus. Isuzu, Daihatsu and Hyundai. Clutch Failures and
How to Prevent Them! Automotive Clutch Problems? Find Your Answers Here! Clutch Trouble
Diagnosis Guide. Fan Electric, Monster Dodge. Fan Electric Monster Ford. Additives and Fluids.
Heavy Duty Truck Parts. Heavy Duty Center Bearings. Manual Transmission Rebuild Kits. GM
Chevy Gas Programmer. GM Duramax Programmer. Dodge Diesel Ram Air Intake. Dodge
Cummins Programmer. Ford Diesel Air Intake System. Ford Powerstorke 6. Ford Power
Programmer Pickup Gas. Suspension and Steering. Active Suspension. Air Lift Suspension
Kits. Manual Steering Gearsbox. Power Steering Gearsbox. Mounts Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep,
Plymouth. Mounts Mazda, Toyota, Volvo. Front End Lifting. Suspension Coil, Leaf and Shock.
Coil Springs. Leaf Springs. Jeep Steering and Suspension Repair Parts. Hand Tools. Tow Bar

Selection. Tow Bar Baseplates. Transfer Case Replacements. Lincoln Mercury. Cross Reference
Chart. Transfer Case Parts. Transfer Case Gasket Illustrations. Transfer Case Chains. Dana 18,
20 and NV Transfer Case. Transfer Case Saver. Hummer H2. Toyota FJ Cruiser. Auto Gear
Service of Las Vegas. Drive Line Service in Las Vegas. GM 4 Speed Manual Trans. GM 4 speed
Automatic Trans. Dodge 3 speed Automatic Trans. Dodge 4 Speed Automatic Trans. Dodge 4
Wheel Drive. Ford 4wd Pickup Trucks. Ford 4 Speed Automatic Trans. Ford 3 Speed Automatic
Trans. Motorhome Dodge, GM and Ford. Overdrive Installation. Overdrive for Racing. Overdrive
Common Questions. Dodge Cummins Diesel. Chrome Exhaust Tips. Dodge Diesel. Ford Diesel.
Exhaust Manifold Dodge Diesel. Turbo Down Pipe Ford Diesel. Performance Exhaust Dodge.
Performance Exhaust Ford F How to Saving Gas and Diesel Fuel. Manual Transmission Ratio
and Size. Dana Pinion Shim Comparative Table. Simple return and warranty policy. Core Return
Policy. Recommended Vendors and Products. We are one of a few web sites that publish prices.
Click on image to enlarge. To order complete our secure electronic EZorder form. Or call the
order desk at Contact Us. Additives and Fluids Additives Lubricants. All rights reserved. Site
created and maintained by. The transmission is available in two and four-wheel drive
configurations. The transmission gear case consists of two aluminum housings Fig. The clutch
housing is an integral part of the transmission front housing. A combination of roller and ball
bearings are used to support the transmission shafts in the two housings. The transmission
gears all rotate on caged type needle bearings. A roller bearing is used between the input and
output shaft. The transmission has a single shaft shift mechanism with three shift forks all
mounted on the shaft. The shaft is supported in the front and rear housings by bushings and
one linear ball bearing. Internal shift components consist of the forks, shaft, shift lever socket
and detent components OPERATION The manual transmission receives power through the
clutch assembly from the engine. The clutch disc is. The input shaft is connected to the
transmission countershaft through the mesh of fourth speed gear on the input shaft and the
fourth countershaft gear. At this point, all the transmission gears are spinning. The driver
selects a particular gear by moving the shift lever to the desired gear position. This movement
moves the internal transmission shift components to begin the shift sequence. As the shift lever
moves the selected shift rail, the shift fork attached to that rail begins to move. The fork is
positioned in a groove in the outer circumference of the synchronizer sleeve. As the shift fork
moves the synchronizer sleeve, the synchronizer begins to speed-up or slow down the selected
gear depending on whether we are up-shifting or down-shifting. The synchronizer does this by
having the synchronizer hub splined to the mainshaft and moving the blocker ring into contact
with the gears friction cone. As the blocker ring and friction cone come together, the gear speed
is brought up or down to the speed of the synchronizer. As the two speeds match, the splines
on the inside of the synchronizer sleeve become aligned with the teeth on the blocker ring and
the friction cone and eventually will slide over the teeth, locking the gear to the mainshaft, or
countershaft, through the synchronizer. A low transmission lubricant level is generally the
result of a leak, inadequate lubricant fill or an incorrect lubricant level check. A suspected leak
could also be the result of an overfill condition. Leaks at the rear of the extension or adapter
housing will be from the housing oil seals. Leaks at component mating surfaces will probably
be the result of inadequate sealer, gaps in the sealer, incorrect bolt tightening or use of a
non-recommended sealer. A leak at the front of the transmission will be from either the front
bearing retainer or retainer seal. Lubricant may be seen dripping from the clutch housing after
extended operation. If the leak is severe, it may also contaminate the clutch disc causing the
disc to slip, grab and or chatter. A correct lubricant level check can only be made when the
vehicle is level. Also allow the lubricant to settle for a minute or so before checking. These
recommendations will ensure an accurate check and avoid an underfill or overfill condition.
Always check the lubricant level after any addition of fluid to avoid an incorrect lubricant level
condition. Severe highly audible transmission noise is generally the initial indicator of a
lubricant problem. Insufficient, improper or contaminated lubricant will promote rapid wear of
gears, synchros, shift rails, forks and bearings. The overheating caused by a lubricant problem,
can also lead to gear and bearing damage. Hard shifting is usually caused by a low lubricant
level, improper or contaminated lubricants. The consequence of using non-recommended
lubricants is noise, excessive wear, internal bind and hard shifting. Substantial lubricant leaks
can result in gear, shift rail, synchro, and bearing damage. If a leak goes undetected for an
extended period, the first indications of component damage are usually hard shifting and noise.
Shift component damage or damaged clutch pressure plate or disc are additional probable
causes of increased shift effort. If clutch problem is advanced, gear clash during shifts can
result. Worn or damaged synchro rings can cause gear clash when shifting into any forward
gear. In some new or rebuilt transmissions, new synchro rings may tend to stick slightly
causing hard or noisy shifts. In most cases this condition will decline as the rings wear-in. Most

manual transmissions make some noise during normal operation. Rotating gears generate a
mild whine that is audible, but generally only at extreme speeds. Then lower jack and remove
transmission from under vehicle. The bolt secures the shift shaft bushing and lever. NOTE: This
is a special bolt and can not be substituted with any other bolt. Attach fingers of the remover to
the detent plug and push the cup down till it contacts the trans. Then tighten the nut till it pulls
the plug from the case. Three bolts at extreme rear of housing are for the output shaft bearing
retainer. Leave one bolt in place until geartrain is ready to be removed from case. Position
remover on shift shaft and center tool over the roll pin. Verify tool legs are firmly seated on the
shift socket Fig. NOTE: Roll pin must only clear the shift shaft. Do not push the pin into the
geartrain. NOTE: Use proper size punch to avoid bending the shift shaft. Have helper hold
fixture tool in place while housing and geartrain is being rotated into upright position. Bolts are
rear of shift tower opening. Push or tap bearing out of housing with a hammer handle if needed.
NOTE: Housing must be replaced if race, bearing bore or idler shaft notch are worn or damaged.
Remove each synchronizer unit as an assembly to avoid mixing parts. Mark each synchro hub
and sleeve with a scriber or paint for correct assembly reference. Press off synchro hub, sleeve
and first gear from output shaft with shop press Fig. Spread bearing just enough to clear
shoulder on output shaft Fig. The shift lever assembly is not serviceable. Replace the lever and
shift tower as an assembly if the tower, lever, lever ball or internal components are worn or
damaged. Do not use acid or corrosive base solvents. Dry all parts except bearings with
compressed air. Clean the shaft bearings with a mild solvent such as Mopar degreasing solvent,
Gunk or similar solvents. Do not dry the bearings with compressed air. Allow the bearings to
either air dry or wipe them dry with clean shop towels. Inspect the shift fork interlock arms and
synchro sleeve contact surfaces Fig. Replace any fork exhibiting wear or damage in these
areas. Do not attempt to salvage shift forks. Check condition of the shift shaft detent plunger
and spring. The plunger should be smooth and free of nicks or scores. The plunger spring
should be straight and not collapsed, or distorted. Replace the plunger and spring if in doubt
about condition. Check condition of detent plunger bushings. Replace if damaged. Inspect shift
shaft, shift shaft bushing, bearing, shaft lever and lever bushing that fits over the lever. Replace
shaft if bent, cracked or severely scored. Replace the shift shaft bushing or bearing if damaged.
Replace the shaft lever and bushing if either part is deformed, or worn. Do not attempt to
salvage these parts as shift fork binding will occur. Replace the roll pin that secures the lever to
the shaft. Inspect the housings carefully. Look for cracks, stripped threads, scored mating
surfaces, damaged bearing bores or worn dowel pin holes. Minor nicks on mating surfaces can
be dressed off with a fine file or emery cloth. Damaged threads can be renewed by either
re-tapping or installing Helicoil inserts. NOTE: The front housing contains the countershaft front
bearing race. The rear housing contains the countershaft rear bearing race. These components
are NOT serviceable items. The front housing will have to be replaced if the countershaft
bearing race is loose, worn or damaged. The rear housing will have to be replaced if the
countershaft rear bearing race is loose, worn or damaged. The countershaft bearings and races
are machine lapped during manufacture to form matched sets. The bearings and races should
not be interchanged. If a bearing race becomes damaged, the front or rear housing must be
replaced. A new countershaft bearing will be supplied with each new housing for service use.
Inspect the input shaft bearing retainer. Be sure the release bearing slide surface of the retainer
is in good condition. Replace the retainer seal if necessary. Inspect output shaft bearing
retainer, the U-shaped retainer must be flat and free of distortion. Replace the retainer if the
threads are damaged or if the retainer is bent or cracked. Inspect the idler gear, bearing, shaft,
thrust washer, wave washer and thrust plate. Replace the bearing if any of the needle bearing
rollers are worn, chipped, cracked, flat-spotted or brinnelled. Also replace the bearing if the
plastic bearing cage is damaged or distorted. Replace thrust washer, wave washer or thrust
plate if cracked, chipped or worn. Replace idler gear if the teeth are chipped, cracked or worn
thin. Replace shaft if worn, scored or the bolt threads are damaged beyond repair. Replace
support segment if cracked or chipped and replace the idler attaching bolts if the threads are
damaged. Replace the socket if the roll pin or shift shaft bores are damaged. Replace the socket
if the ball seat is worn or cracked. Do not reuse the original shift socket roll pin. Install a new
pin during assembly. Inspect all gears for worn, cracked, chipped or broken teeth. Also check
condition of the bearing bore in each gear. The bores should be smooth and free of surface
damage. Discoloration of the gear bores is a normal occurrence and is not a reason for
replacement. Replace gears only when tooth damage has occurred or if the bores are brinnelled
or severely scored. Inspect the shaft splines and bearings surfaces. Replace the shaft if the
splines are damaged or bearing surfaces are deeply scored, worn or brinnelled. Use Mopar
Gasket Maker or equivalent for all case joints and Mopar silicone sealer or equivalent for the
input shaft bearing retainer. Petroleum jelly can be used to hold parts in place. Verify spring is

seated in the spring bore in the strut. Work the sleeve over the ball to hold it in place. Use tape
or rubber bands to temporarily secure each strut and ball as they are installed. Then seat
synchro onto shaft with shop press and Remover Fig. One side of the sleeve is tapered the
tapered side faces the front of the shaft. Verify snap ring is seated in the groove. Spread bearing
only enough to clear shoulder on output shaft Fig. Verify bearing is properly seated. Verify
bearing is seated on shaft shoulder and is properly joined. The synchro ring can be cracked if it
becomes misaligned. Verify snap ring is seated in shaft groove. Verify synchro ring is seated in
sleeve. Verify second gear is seated on synchro components. Verify i. Verify locating dimple is
between thrust washer halves. One side of the sleeve has grooves in it, this side must faces the
front of the shaft. NOTE: Tool presses on hub must be as close to output shaft as possible but
not contacting the shaft splines. NOTE: Spread snap ring only enough to install it. Grooved side
of sleeve must face forward. First gear side of sleeve must face first gear. Tapered side of
fifth-reverse sleeve must face forward. Bearing fits either way on shaft. Side of gear with recess
goes to rear Fig. Petroleum jelly can be used to hold ball in place if desired. Hold ball in place
with petroleum jelly if desired. Verify snap ring is seated. NOTE: The detent plunger bushings
are installed to a specific depth. The space between the two bushings when correctly installed
contain an oil feed hole. Do not attempt to install the bushings with anything other than the
specified tool or this oil hole may become restricted. Then install Adapter A on front bearing
hub of countershaft. Be sure the shoulder is seated against the countershaft. Start with a basic
height of Final adjustment can be made after gear is positioned on pedestal. NOTE: The side of
the pilot bearing with the small diameter goes toward the input shaft. Carefully rotate output
shaft until the synchro ring seats in synchro hub and sleeve. The shoulder goes toward the
countershaft. Verify countershaft and output shaft gears are fully meshed with the mainshaft
gears before proceeding Fig. Gears may not align perfectly a difference in height of 1. This will
not interfere with assembly. If difference is greater than this, the countershaft adapter tool is
probably upside down. Verify idler gear is properly meshed and aligned with shaft gear teeth
and that bolt holes are facing out from the geartrain. Adjust pedestal up or down if necessary
and verify short end of idler shaft is facing up as shown. Then position retainer on fifth gear as
shown Fig. Arm of fifth-reverse fork goes through slot in fork. NOTE: Large diameter side of the
roller retainer faces the countershaft and the small diameter side faces the race and housing
Fig. Then apply extra petroleum jelly to hold rollers in place during housing installation. Verify
countershaft and output shaft bearings are aligned in housing and on countershaft. NOTE: It
may be necessary to lift upward on countershaft slightly to ensure that the countershaft rear
bearing engages to the countershaft before the rear output shaft bearing engages the housing.
Use wood hammer handle or wood dowel to tap bearing into place. It may be necessary to move
retainer rearward with pilot stud in order to start bolts in retainer. Verify groove in fork arm is
aligned with grooves in and fifth-reverse fork arms as shown. Verify seal is seated in housing
bore Fig. Verify slot in bushing is facing up and roll pin hole for lever is aligned with hole in
shaft. If this occurs, the trans-. Then start roll pin into shaft lever by hand Fig. Then start roll pin
into shift shaft by hand Fig. The lever bushing will bind on the roll pin if the pin is not seated
flush. Roll pin must be flush with socket after installation Fig. Realign arms if necessary. Then
rotate the lever upward into the fork arm notches. NOTE: Verify detent ball is seated in the fork
arms before proceeding. Then insert bearing in front housing race Fig. Large diameter side of
bearing cage goes toward countershaft Fig. Small diameter side goes toward bearing race in
housing. Install snap ring. Apply Mopar Gasket Maker or equivalent to bolt threads, shank and
underside of bolt head before installation. Then install front housing on rear housing and
geartrain. Do not force the front housing into place. Both dowels should be flush fit in each
housing. Have helper hold transmission upright while dowels are tapped back into place. Apply
sealer material sealer to underside of bolt heads and to bolt shanks and threads Fig. Then
tighten bolts to 34 Nm 25 ft. Verify plunger is fully seated in detent notch in shift shaft. Position
plug on detent spring and compress spring until detent plug pilots in detent plunger bore. Drive
detent plug into transmission case until plug seats. Verify bolt holes are aligned before seating
retainer. Be sure vent is open and not restricted. For example, if a new shift tower is supplied,
do not re-use the original shift tower. Be sure shift ball is seated in socket and the offset in the
tower is toward the passenger side of the vehicle before installing tower bolts. Install
transmission bolts without washers and tighten bolts into the engine to 41 Nm 30 ft. Tighten the
bolts with washers into the transmission to 68 Nm 50 ft. Correct fill level is to bottom edge of fill
plug hole. Open navigation menu. Close suggestions Search Search. User Settings. Skip
carousel. Carousel Previous. Carousel Next. What is Scribd? Uploaded by lilfroger. Date
uploaded Sep 24, Did you find this document useful? Is this content inappropriate? Report this
Document. Description: NV Service Manual. Flag for inappropriate content. Download now.
Related titles. Carousel Previous Carousel Next. Jump to Page. Search inside document. The

clutch disc is splined to the transmission input shaft and is turned at engine speed at all times
that the clutch is engaged. Verify snap ring is seated in groove. If this occurs, the trans- Fig.
Bearing goes in from front side of housing only. Install snap ring 4 Apply small amount of
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Transmissions plus transmission parts. Our factory offers rebuilt re-manufactured
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